INTRODUCTION              ^
worked up a mass of legendary and mythical material, of very
ancient date and well known to Us hearers, into a seemingly
historical tale. His heroes and heroines were the supposed an-
cestors of the nobles before whom he recited his poems. It flat-
tered his audience to hear of their doughty deeds and, in the
absence of genuine pedigrees and records, to imagine these
divinely-descended and godlike beings as separated from them-
selves by only a few generations. But in my view,* at any rate,
they are mythical, and Homer's historical value to us lies, not in
his attempt to describe an actual past, but in the picture which,
in the course of this attempt, he cannot help giving us of the life
and manners of his own day.
Before introducing the reader to the scene he will meet with
in the Odyssey, we must briefly describe the action of the Iliad,
which is no more than an episode in the ten years' siege of Troy.
The ships of the Greek expeditionary force are lined up on the
beach; the troops are encamped in huts beside them; the fight-
ing takes place on the rolling plain between these huts and the
city walls. Agamemnon, son of Atreus, the Greek overlord,
with his brother Menelaus of Sparta, has induced the princes
who owe him allegiance to join forces with him against Troy
and Priam, its king, because Paris, one of Priam's many sons,
has abducted Menelaus9 wife, the beautiful Helen. The narra-
tive covers only the short period of Achilles' withdrawal from
the fighting after a quarrel with Agamemnon, his resumption
of arms, and the death at his hands of the Trojan prince. Hector,
whose body is recovered from Achilles for burial by the per-
sonal efforts of his father. King Priam. With Hector's funeral
the Iliad ends. Homer left it to the lesser epic poets who fol-
lowed him to fit! the story out at either end.
His own work he resumedf in the Odyssey, which, though
with many a backward look at the actual fighting, starts
at a point in the tenth year after its end and deals with the
* A view that I express with some diffidence, for I feel that I have many
scholars against me.
"j" There are some slight suggestions that he wrote the Iliad first.

